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Suicide Related Behavior

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

 SUICIDE RELATED BEHAVIOR RESPONSE AND 
POSTVENTION GUIDE  
Developed to provide a streamlined reference to suicide crisis 
response, suicide related behavior response, reintegration, and 
suicide postvention.

MENTAL HEALTH PLAYBOOK
Designed to assist Navy leaders in preventing, mitigating, or 
addressing mental health issues with commands.

COE 2.0 PLAYBOOK  
A comprehensive guide, meant to serve as an actionable 
approach for implementing Culture of Excellence 2.0 at any 
Navy command.

MARCH 2024

Honor
  Be accountable
  Display uncompromising integrity
  Uphold the highest standards

Courage
  Do the right thing, always
  Act despite your fear
  Ask for help

Commitment 
  Get Better, as a person and Team
  Know and do my job
  Be selfless and humble

Preparation
  Strengthen our Mind, Body, and 
Spirit

  Train with realism—leverage stress
  Be the example: what right  
looks like

Execution
  Adjust to the demands of the 
mission

  Maintain situational awareness
  Respond mindfully, not emotionally

Reflection 
  Reflect as an individual
  Conduct after actions as a Team
  Commit to continuous 
improvement

Mind
   Social: Develop healthy 
relationships

  Psychological: Build toughness & 
resiliency; recognize warning signs

  Financial: Manage money towards 
your goals

Body
   Nutrition: Eat to better your health
  Physical: Get Sleep—Be fit
  Medical/Dental: Meet standards  
for duty

Spirit
   Connect with something greater
 Sustain a sense of purpose
 Live your personal values

Character
   Set the standard, be transparent
  Own your mission, empower your 
people

  Master self-awareness and 
emotional intelligence 

Competence
   Deliver outcomes, self-assess &  
self-correct
  Manage risk, act on what matters 
most

  Solve hard problems, fix or elevate 
barriers

Culture
   Take care of your people
   Build winning teams (Connected & 
Inclusive)

  Ensure a safe & healthy 
environment

Mission
   Value & Respect everyone
  Be brilliant on the basics
  Achieve excellence

Learning
   Establish trust
  Discuss successes & failures
  Improve, continuously

Community
   Include families
  End workplace hostility & toxicity
  Eliminate harassing behaviors

  Sailor’s Creed
  COE 2.0 Playbook (back cover)

  Warrior Toughness Placemat   Mental Health Playbook
  Programs at Fleet and Family

  Navy Leader Development 
Framework
  Enlisted Leader Development (ELD)
  N-PIER Handbook

  Suicide Related Behavior 
Response and Postvention Guide
  Prevention & Response Programs
  Integrated Primary Prevention 
Work Force
  Necessary Conversations Guide
 Full Speed Ahead videos
 Navy Family Framework

WARRIOR 
TOUGHNESS 

GREAT
PEOPLE

GREAT
LEADERS

GREAT
TEAMS

ACCOUNTABLE TO YOURSELF AND TO YOUR TEAM ACCOUNTABLE TO  
EACH OTHER

ACCOUNTABLE TO  
YOUR PEOPLE
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BUILDING OUR WARFIGHTERS & TEAMS 

READY TO FIGHT & WIN

give us feedback

CORE  
VALUES
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PLAYBOOK

BUILDING OUR WARFIGHTERS & TEAMS 

READY TO FIGHT & WIN

 COE 2.0 PLACEMAT  
A concise explanation providing a broad overview of Culture of 
Excellence 2.0 concepts while offering concrete examples of 
“what right looks like.”
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Commanders’ Risk Mitigation Dashboard 

Quick Start Guide

01 02 03 04HOME PAGE
Select UIC and click Proceed button.

OVERVIEW SCREEN RISK CATEGORY SCREENS DATA DICTIONARY TABS
Review UIC Average Risk Score, Peer Risk 
Score, Navy Overall Risk Score, and Risk 
Category Scores. Click on any Risk Category 
tile to drill down into that category.

Review Risk Category scores over time and 
Contributing Factors lists. Click on navigation 
buttons along top of screen to view more risk 
category screens, the Data Dictionary tabs, or 
return to the Overview screen or Home Page.

Review data and model feature information 
by clicking the tabs labeled Data Constructs, 
Individual Features, Features Controlled For, 
and Data Sources.  

USER ACCESS
Command triads will be provided access automatically.  Additional crew 
members may request access if approved by leadership.  

 Once your access is configured, launch via this URL: 
https://crmd.portalprod.ade.cloud.navy.mil

HELP DESK
If you need login or connectivity assistance, please email the ADE 
Help Desk at ADE_HELPDESK_SUPPORT@navy.mil .  Also try the following: 

 Ensure you are only using Google Chrome to access the dashboard
 Clear your Cache and cookies 
 Change your proxy/VPN if you are connected via NMCI

Please make the subject line: “CRMD Access: <your first and 
last name>, <Date request submitted>” Also, please add details 
such as screenshots, error messages, etc. to assist n 
troubleshooting.

The ADE Help Desk Support hours of operation are 
0800 – 1600 ET, Monday – Friday

 Green: Commands that fall at or below the mean risk score for their peer group

Yellow: Commands that fall within one standard deviation above the mean for their peer group

Red: Commands that fall more than one standard deviation above the mean for their peer group

RISK CATEGORIES
The UIC Average Risk Score is the average of the six risk category scores for the unit, and the Risk 
Categories include: 

  Suicide – Probability of suicidal thought, attempt, or completion  
  Illicit Drug Use – Probability of a positive drug test
  Alcohol Abuse – Probability of a flag for an alcohol event (e.g., DUI)
  Sexual Harassment – Probability of sexual harassment occurring in the unit
  Sexual Assault Victim – Probability of having a closed, adjudicated sexual assault case where the individual is 
listed as the assault victim

  Sexual Assault Subject – Probability of having a closed, adjudicated sexual assault case where the individual is 
listed as the assault subject

DYNAMIC COLORING is relative to the mean risk score for the unit’s specific peer group:

Each unit is assigned to a PEER GROUP based on whether an afloat or
shore command, platform type, and number of sailors currently aligned:

  AFLOAT: Extra Small (10-49 sailors), Small (50-149 sailors), Medium (150-299 
sailors), Large (300-799 sailors), Extra Large (800-1199 sailors), Extra Extra Large 
(1200-3200+ sailors)
  SHORE: Small (10-49 sailors), Medium (50-149 sailors), Large (150-3200+ sailors)

The NAVY-WIDE RISK SCORES Is the average risk Navy-wide and
includes all units of every type and size and is calculated on the individual sailor-
level.  All unit-level risk scores and peer group risk scores have been calibrated 
to reflect the level of risk relative to the overall Navy average.  

  The Contributing Risk Factors is a quarter-by-quarter display of demographic, 
service-related, or health-related factors that most contribute to the predicted 
probability of destructive behaviors/events occurring within the individual unit.  These 
factors are relevant to the individual unit, relative to the unit’s peer group, and specific 
to the risk category selected. 
  The view on the Risk Category screens can be changed to display the top risk factors 
that contribute to increases or decreases of experiencing a destructive behavior/
event in each calendar quarter. Shapley values are also provided for each factor as 
well as links to Action Plans to support addressing risk areas. 

 VIRTUAL CO’S SUGGESTION BOX  
QR code CO Suggestion Boxes are available to all commands. 
Sailors scan the code (or enter a web address) and their 
comments are anonymously sent to the Command Triad via 
email. To request a CO’s Suggestion Box for your command, visit the QR code.

READ
MORE

READ
MORE

COMMANDER’S RISK MITIGATION DASHBOARD 
PLACEMAT   This placemat walks users through how to 
request a Commander’s Risk Mitigation Dashboard (CRMD), 
which is a new tool for triads to better understand the level 
of destructive behavior risk within their commands and take 
appropriate mitigation measures. 
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https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Portals/55/Support/Culture%20Resilience/Leaders_Toolkit/CRMD%20Quick%20Start%20Placemat%20MARCH%202024.pdf?ver=8CcsH_6CqBeytKaJTOqA3w%3d%3d
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